
Verdict of the Month

Apartment Negligence - The plaintiff suffered a

permanent brain injury when an outdated furnace in

her apartment building allowed carbon monoxide to

seep into her apartment

Lampe v. Sunridge Partners et al, 2:12-88

Plaintiff: G. Brian Ulmer, III and Tyson Logan, 

The Spence Law Firm, Jackson, WY

Defense: Peter S. Dusbabek and Max K. Jones,

Montgomery Kolodny Amatuzio & Dusbabek,

Denver, CO

Verdict: $28,200,000 for plaintiff

Federal: Wyoming - Cheyenne

Judge: Alan B. Johnson

Date: 12-19-13

See Page 9
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Notable Verdicts in The January 2014 Issue

Civil Rights - OK Western - Lawyer awaiting charges in

jail died when his pacemaker failed – the jail had not

replaced the batteries - $175,000 p. 4

Disability Discrimination - TX Eastern - A bakery

employee with mental disabilities was mocked by his

supervisor - $401,308 p. 5

Employment Contract - MS Northern - A college women’s

basketball coach alleged she was treated differently than

her male counterparts - $182,500 p. 6

Medical Negligence - AL Northern - A young patient with

mental illness died after receiving electroshock 

therapy - Defense p. 10

Religious Discrimination - TN Eastern - An administrator

working at the University of Tennessee alleged the school

failed to accommodate her religion that required her not

to work on her Sabbath - Defense p. 8
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Civil Rights - The former parish coroner (also a

medical doctor) was arrested for interfering at the scene

of a car crash involving his son – after the charges were

dropped the doctor sued the sheriff and alleged there

was no probable cause to arrest

Cefalu v. Tangipahoa Parish Sheriff, 

2:12-1377

Plaintiff: Scott D. Wilson, Baton Rouge, LA

Defense: Amy L. Gonzalez and Russell W. Rudolph,

Seale & Ross, Hammond, LA

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: Louisiana Eastern - New Orleans

Judge:  Jane Triche Milazzo

Date: 10-17-13

    Vincent Cefalu received a disturbing call on the evening

of 9-9-11.  Cefalu, a medical doctor and the former coroner

of Tangipahoa Parish, learned that his son had been

involved in a serious crash.  Cefalu rushed to the scene. 

While his son was not seriously hurt, several passengers in

the car were.

    Tangipahoa Parish sheriff’s deputies were working the

chaotic scene.  A helicopter had arrived at the scene to

airlift injured passengers.  A sheriff’s deputy, Daniel

Edwards, believed that a belligerent and abusive Cefalu

was in the way.  That included parking his car in the

designated landing zone for the chopper.

    When Cefalu would not clear the scene and cursed the

deputy, he was placed in handcuffs by Edwards.  Cefalu

was in custody for 45 minutes before being cited and

released for interfering with medical personnel.  The

District Attorney chose not to prosecute Cefalu.

    Cefalu framed these events differently.  He denied

acting inappropriately or otherwise interfering with the

scene.  In this federal lawsuit he presented a federal law

false arrest count alleging there was no probable cause to

arrest.  He also presented a state-law negligence count.  In

terms of his damages, Cefalu has treated for a soft-tissue

strain – his medical bills were $23,000.

    The government defended the case and countered with

its version as described above.  Cefalu had interfered with

the scene and the arrest was proper.

    This case was tried in New Orleans for three days. 

Damages were not an issue, the jury considering only

fault. The jury’s verdict exonerated the sheriff on the false

arrest and negligence counts.  A defense judgment closed

the case.

Civil Rights - A lawyer sitting in jail awaiting child

molestation charges died after his pacemaker failed – his

estate alleged deliberate indifference by jail officials in

failing to change the battery in the pacemaker despite a

warning from a doctor to do so just weeks before the

man’s death

Holdstock v. Oklahoma County Jail, 5:09-1208

Plaintiff: E.W. Keller and Henry Dalton, Keller Keller &

Dalton, Oklahoma City, OK

Defense: Patricia High and Lisa E. Endres, Assistant

District Attorneys, Oklahoma City, OK

Verdict: $175,000 for plaintiff

Federal: Oklahoma Western - Oklahoma City

Judge: Robin J. Cauthron

Date: 12-11-13

    Charles Holdstock, then age 63 and an attorney, was

charged in 2006 with child molestation.  He spent nearly

three years in the Oklahoma County Jail awaiting trial. 

The trial would never come.  Holdstock died on 5-15-09

when his pacemaker failed.

    His estate filed this civil rights lawsuit against the jail

alleging it was deliberately indifferent to his medical

condition.  There was proof that in the weeks before his

death, a doctor had indicated that the batteries in

Holdstock’s pacemaker needed to be changed.  Jail officials

did nothing and when the pacemaker failed (as predicted

the theory went), Holdstock died.

    The jail defended the case and denied deliberate

indifference.  It cited proof that Holdstock’s death was

related to several co-morbidities as he suffered from

kidney disease and other conditions.  Judge Cauthron

originally sided with the government and granted it

summary judgment.  The estate took an appeal, the 10th

Circuit reversing and sending the case to trial.

    The court’s liability instruction asked if the jail violated

Holdstock’s constitutional rights.  The answer was yes and

Holdstock’s estate took $175,000 in damages.  A consistent

judgment was entered.
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Age Discrimination - A long-time sonographer at a

hospital alleged he was fired because of his age – the

hospital countered he was let go because of poor

performance

Jamison v. Allina Health System, 0:12-427

Plaintiff: Kathryn M. Engdahl and Richard L. Kaspari,

Metcalf Kaspari Engdahl & Lazarus, St. Paul, MN

Defense: Sara G. McGrane and Randi J. Winter, Felhaber

Larson, Minneapolis, MN

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: Minnesota - Minneapolis

Judge: Joan N. Ericksen

Date: 12-13-13

    Steven Jamison, then age 59, had worked for some thirty

years as a sonographer for Unity Hospital – it is operated

by Allina Health.  He was let go in early 2009.  Allina

Health explained Jamison was let go because of poor

performance regarding his sonogram reading skills, a poor 

attitude and time card fraud.

    Jamison believed this explanation was a pretext noting

that just before the firing he had received a good

evaluation.  Why then was he fired?  Jamison thought it

represented age discrimination.  He cited that a younger

sonographer had time card problems and was not let go.

Similarly a supervisor evinced the discrimination with

age-related remarks, calling Jamison “an old man” and

“old school.”  Allina Health denied the allegations. 

    The jury’s verdict was for Allina Health on the age

discrimination count and Jamison took nothing.  A defense

judgment was entered.

Disability Discrimination - A city worker (a

housing inspector) alleged she was let go after she was

diagnosed with MS

Cloe v. City of Indianapolis, 1:10-1070

Plaintiff: Adam Lenkowsky, Roberts & Bishop,

Indianapolis, IN

Defense: Alexander Will and Cameron G. Starnes, Office

of Corporation Counsel, Indianapolis, IN

Verdict:   Defense verdict on liability

Federal:   Indiana Southern - Indianapolis

Judge:      William Lawrence 

Date: 10-9-13

    Nancie Cloe started working in 2007 for the City of

Indianapolis in the department of Unsafe Buildings.  It

was part of her job to do field work, sweeping abandoned

buildings and designating them for destruction.  Less than

a year later Cloe was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. 

The disease left her mostly limited to doing desk work as

it was difficult for her to work.  

    For the first three months after her diagnosis, city

bigwigs accommodated her condition and she did well.  A

new supervisor took over in June of 2008 and the trouble

began, this boss purportedly being openly hostile to Cloe’s

condition.  Cloe continued to seek an accommodation for

her disability.  It all came to a head in June of 2009 when

she was fired.  The city explained she was let go because

she mishandled a demolition.

    Cloe thought this was a pretext, explaining she was

simply following orders.  The real reason for the firing, she

thought, was a combination of two things: (1) disability

discrimination, and (2) retaliation for her having requested

an accommodation.

    Originally, the trial court granted summary judgment for

the city.  Cloe took an appeal, and the 7th Circuit reversed. 

The case returned to the trial court with the government

denying both discrimination and retaliation counts, citing

as above that Cloe was let go because of poor performance.

    The jury’s verdict was for the city on both disability

discrimination and accommodation retaliation counts, Cloe

taking nothing.  A consistent judgment was entered.

Disability Discrimination - A bakery employee at a

grocery alleged he was a victim of disability

discrimination, his superiors mocking him because of his

multiple learning disabilities

Tipple v. Kroger, 4:12-573

Plaintiff: Jamie J. McKey and Matthew R. Scott, Kendall

Law Group, Dallas, TX

Defense: David L. Barron and Nelsy C. Gomez, Cozen

O’Connor, Houston, TX

Verdict: $401,308 for plaintiff

Federal: Texas Eastern - Sherman

Judge: Ron Clark

Date: 9-26-13

    Karl Tipple worked as a bakery assistant at a Kroger

grocery store in Plano, TX.  Tipple has multiple learning

disabilities.  Despite those disabilities, Tipple was

described as a highly-functioning person.  He enjoyed his

work at Kroger.  The deal was good for Kroger too, the

grocery company receiving tax credits for having

employed a person with disabilities.

    In this lawsuit Tipple alleged he was a victim of

disability discrimination.  He cited a Kroger supervisor

that referred to him as a “fucking retard idiot” – at other

times he was called “too stupid to live.”  The harassment

concluded in Tipple being fired.  In this federal lawsuit

Tipple alleged disability discrimination regarding the

termination, harassment because of his disability and

finally retaliation for having complained.  If he prevailed at

trial the jury could award compensatory and punitive

damages.

    Kroger defended the case and denied any discrimination

or harassment.  It further explained that Tipple was let go

because of his conduct – namely, there were allegations he

was photographing a female co-worker without her

consent.  Tipple called that explanation a pretext, Kroger
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supervisors having victimized him because of his

disability.

    The jury’s verdict was for Tipple on all counts and he

took $51,308 in back pay.  The jury added $150,000 for his

emotional pain and suffering.  Then to punitive damages,

$200,000 more was assessed against Kroger.  The verdict

totaled $401,308.

Employment Contract/Gender

Discrimination/Retaliation - The women’s

basketball coach at Jackson State alleged she was forced

out after complaining of gender discrimination – she

noted that male coaches were allowed to attend the Final

Four coaches conference on the university’s nickel, but

her request was denied – while the coach prevailed at

trial on a contract claim, she lost the discrimination and

retaliation counts

Taylor-Travis v. Jackson State University, 3:12-51

Plaintiff: Louis H. Watson, Jr. and Robert N. Norris,

Watson & Norris, Jackson, MS

Defense: LaToya C. Merritt and G. Todd Butler, Phelps

Dunbar, Jackson, MS

Verdict: $182,500 for plaintiff on contract; Defense

verdict on gender discrimination and

retaliation

Federal: Mississippi Southern - Jackson

Judge:  Henry T. Wingate

Date: 12-3-13

    Denise Taylor-Travis started in 2001 as the women’s

basketball coach at Jackson State University.  Initially she

enjoyed great success at the team and fielded a winning

squad.  As time passed her teams were less successful.

    Moving forward to July of 2010, Taylor-Travis inked a

new three-year contract with Jackson State.  She would be

paid $91,000 per year plus incentives.  The trouble for

Taylor-Travis started the next spring when she sought to

attend the Final Four coaches conference.  She wanted

Jackson State to pay for it.  The school balked.

    Taylor-Travis complained internally of gender

discrimination – she believed male coaches were treated

differently (and better) as they were allowed to attend

these conferences.  

    As Taylor-Travis framed the case, a course of retaliation

began immediately.  Jackson State launched an audit into

her finances and just a week or so later, she was placed on

administrative leave.  The school terminated her a month

later and cited a long list of problems including verbal

abuse of her players and misappropriation of per diem

travel funds and laundry money.

    Taylor-Travis filed this federal lawsuit and presented a

variety of counts against Jackson State regarding her

termination.  She first alleged that she was fired because of

her gender – she noted that male coaches had sketchy

records on per diem funds and yet they kept their jobs.

    The plaintiff also alleged the firing represented

retaliation for her having complained of gender

discrimination.  Finally she presented a contract count that

had two parts, (1) a simple breach of contract in firing her,

and (2) a breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair

dealing.  Jackson State denied it all and postured that it

treated her fairly at all times and that the firing decision

was justified.

    This case was tried over several weeks in November. 

The court then took a recess on the case for two more

weeks on 11-21-13 – it was finally concluded after that

recess on 12-3-13.

    The jury’s verdict was mixed.  Taylor-Travis lost on both

the gender and retaliation claims.  She did prevail on the

contract count and took damages of $182,000.  While the

award was general, the sum selected by the jury ($182,000)

is equal to the amount she was owed on the last two years

of her contract based on her $91,000 per annum salary.  A

consistent judgment reflected the verdict.

Employment Fraud - A successful computer sales

professional alleged she was lured to a new company on

a false promise, namely, that she could take her national

book of business with her – taking the new job, the

plaintiff soon learned her book was limited by imposed

territorial limits

David v. Sirius Computers, 1:11-2030

Plaintiff: Darold W. Killmer, Tiffany J. Drahota and

Danielle C. Jefferis, Killmer Lane & Newman,

Denver, CO

Defense: William D. Nelson and David M. Hyams, Lewis

Roca Rothgerber, Denver, CO

Verdict: $231,665 for plaintiff

Federal: Colorado - Denver

Judge: Richard P. Matsch

Date: 12-10-13

    Diane David enjoyed a successful career promoting

computer products for Cornerstore.  She sold mainframe

products all across the country, enjoying a so-called

national book of business.  A Cornerstone competitor,

Sirius Computers, coveted David’s skill and her

connections.  Sirius lured David to join its staff in March of

2008.

    David recalled that she was promised that she could

continue to work her national book of business.  Once she

began at Sirius, that didn’t work out.  She was assigned a

region at Sirius and her national accounts were taken away

from her and assigned to other sales staff.  Essentially

territorial limits had been imposed upon her.  Valuable

accounts were lost to David and her salary decreased. 

David finally quit and started her own fitness company, a

franchise of Orange Theory.

    David also filed this lawsuit.  She alleged that Sirius had

engaged in fraud in luring her to join its staff on a phony
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promise that she could use her national book of business. 

She also presented a separate material misrepresentation

count that was predicated on negligent behavior.  If David

prevailed at trial she could be awarded both compensatory

and punitive damages.

    Sirius defended the case and denied it had lured David

with false promises.  It noted that David was eager to leave

Cornerstone because she disliked the travel associated

with servicing national accounts.  The company also noted

that while still working for Sirius, David had already

signed the papers to start her new fitness company

franchise.

    The jury’s verdict was mixed.  David lost on fraud, but

prevailed on negligent misrepresentation.  She took

$231,665 in economic loss.  The jury rejected any award of

non-economic damages.  A consistent judgment was

entered.

National Origin Discrimination - A customer

service representative (he is from Columbia) for a

company that services Microsoft products alleged he was

fired because of his national origin – the company

denied he was let go, the plaintiff refusing a new job

assignment when the company lost the Microsoft

account

Conti v. Corporate Service Group, 2:12-245

Plaintiff: Scott C.G. Blankenship and Paul S. Woods, The

Blankenship Law Firm, Seattle, WA

Defense: Catherine M. Leon, San Francisco, CA and

Andrea D. Ostrovsky, Calfo Harrigan Leyla &

Eakes, Seattle, WA

Verdict: $190,785 for plaintiff

Federal: Washington Western - Seattle

Judge: Richard A. Jones

Date: 12-12-13

    Michael Conti, who is a native of Columbia and speaks

fluent English with a Spanish accent, was hired in January

of 2010 by Corporate Services Group.  The company,

which is operated by Jay Leon, provides customer service

to technology firms.  Notably Corporate Services Group

worked with Microsoft, helping the tech giant market its

products.

    Conti, then age 65, was hired to work in a call center. 

Because of his language skills, he serviced both English-

speaking customers as well as Spanish ones in Latin

America.  Conti did well in his position, earning $20.00 an

hour and being described by a supervisor as a “rock star.”

    Just weeks after receiving that accolade in July of 2010,

he was offered a lateral position at the company with

much lower pay.  Conti balked and complained that the

demotion represented a combination of age and national

origin discrimination.  Soon thereafter Conti was out of

work.

    In this lawsuit Conti presented several counts against

Corporate Service Group as noted above.  He cited

importantly that younger workers who didn’t have an

accent were not targeted for demotion.

    Corporate Service Group denied it had acted

improperly.  The company noted that the key event in this

case wasn’t a demotion at all, but instead Conti was offered

a new position when it lost the Microsoft contract – it was

that contract that had allowed Corporate Service Group to

pay Conti the high $20.00 an hour wage.  Then upon being

offered a new position, Conti refused and abandoned his

job.

    The jury instructions were curious.  While the jury

answered that Corporate Service Group had discriminated

against Conti based on his national origin, it further

exonerated the company by concluding the company

would have made the same actions but for his national

origin.  Seemingly this finding would have exonerated the

Corporate Services Group . . . but in this case that

additional exoneration finding had no effect.

    The jury continued on damages after this strange finding

and awarded Conti $20,160 in lost wages.  He took

$170,625 more for emotional harm.  The jury additionally

rejected the age discrimination and retaliation counts.  A

consistent judgment reflected the verdict, Conti having

since moved for an award of attorney fees.

Race Discrimination - A staff employee at a

volunteer agency alleged she was treated adversely at

work because of her race

Chandler v. Volunteers of America, 

3:10-2961

Plaintiff: Michael L. Weathers, Florence, AL

Defense: Kimberly N. Kelley and Richard J.R. Raleigh,

Jr., Wilmer & Lee, Huntsville, AL

Verdict:   Defense verdict on liability

Federal:   Alabama Northern - Huntsville

Judge:      Abdul K. Kallon

Date: 12-4-13

    April Chandler worked as a staff employee for

Volunteers of America of North Alabama (VOA).  The

organization provides services to disabled adults and

children in a group home setting.  As a house manager,

Chandler supervised a group home.

    As part of the house manager position, employees were

occasionally sent into the field to work with families.  That

sometimes meant going into bad neighborhoods or

otherwise dangerous situations.

    Chandler, who is black, believed that she was given

these less-than-plum field assignments because of her race

– white house managers were not assigned to this difficult

work.  She would also allege she was placed on

administrative leave because of her race.  Finally Chandler

asserted that while on that leave, VOA bigwigs shared

confidential information about her with subordinates.
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    In this federal lawsuit Chandler alleged she was a victim

of race discrimination, VOA treating her adversely in three

distinct ways: (1) the field assignments, (2) the

administrative leave, and (3) the sharing of confidential

information.  If she prevailed at trial on any of three

separate counts, the jury could award her both

compensatory and punitive damages.  

    VOA defended and denied any race discrimination.  It

explained that Chandler was placed on leave to investigate

an allegation of abuse – when Chandler was cleared, she

was restored.  VOA further conceded it was a mistake to

share Chandler’s confidential information (it related to the

abuse allegation) but explained it was an accident and did

not represent race discrimination. 

    This federal jury rejected all of Chandler’s claims at trial

and she took nothing.  A defense judgment was entered by

the court.

Religious Discrimination - An employee working at

UT as a coordinator students studying abroad was

required to occasionally work the “emergency phone” on

weekends – she objected because of her status as a

Seventh Day Adventist (they observe a Friday sundown

to Saturday sundown Sabbath) and was promptly fired

Crider v. University of Tennessee, 

3:09-214

Plaintiff: Jennifer B. Morton, Knoxville, TN and Todd R.

McFarland, General Conference of Seventh Day

Adventists, Silver Spring, MD

Defense: Brian A. Lapps, Jr. and Michael D. Fitzgerald,

UT General Counsel, Knoxville, TN

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: Tennessee Eastern - Knoxville

Judge:  H. Bruce Guyton

Date: 11-18-13

    Kimberly Crider was hired on 5-15-09 to work as a

Programs Abroad Coordinator at UT-Knoxville.  She had

been recruited from Michigan for the position.  During the

interview process, Crider heard nothing about a

requirement that she work the so-called “emergency

phone” a weekend or two every month. [The emergency

phone is manned in the event a student studying abroad is

in peril.]

    This represented a big sticking point for Crider.  She is a

Seventh Day Adventist.  One of the religion’s core beliefs

is the observance of a Friday sundown to Saturday

sundown Sabbath.  Upon starting the job in May of 2009,

Crider learned of the requirement and immediately sought

an accommodation.

    UT bigwigs in the International Study department

explained there could be no accommodation.  There were

three Program Abroad Coordinators (two in addition to

Crider) and the other two objected to the increased

workload they would endure if they covered Crider’s

emergency phone duty.  In fact one of the fellow

coordinators indicated they’d quit rather than take extra

phone time.  Crider stuck to her guns.  UT did too and

fired Crider a month after she started.

    This litigation followed Crider alleging the university

had engaged in religious discrimination by failing to

accommodate her Sabbath.  It was her position the

accommodation could have been made easily and with

little hardship.  UT replied as above that the hardship was

significant and moreover that managing the emergencies of

its students was a key core function of Crider’s job.

    The then-presiding Judge Thomas Phillips initially

entered summary judgment for the university.  Crider took

an appeal.  The 6th Circuit reversed and the matter returned

for trial. 

    Judge Guyton engaged in interesting trial procedure. 

UT argued that as plaintiff had made a prima facie case,

the burden of proof had shifted to the university.  Thus it

was entitled to go both first and last in closing argument. 

Guyton agreed and the case proceeded in this fashion.

    The court’s instructions asked if UT violated Title VII

when it terminated Crider.  The answer was no and she

took nothing.  A defense judgment was entered.

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act - A law firm and

related collection entities were blamed for

misrepresenting a credit card debt – namely while the

lawsuit claimed a debt of $3,208, the sworn affidavit in

support of the lawsuit was only for $2,208

Robinson v. Hosto & Buchan et al, 

2:12-30

Plaintiff: Alan C. Lee, Talbott and Everett Mecham,

Mecham Law Firm, Kingsport, TN

Defense: John J. Clark, Nashville for Hosto & Buchan

Rocklan W. King, III, Adams & Reese, Nashville

and John P. Boyle, Moss & Barnett, Minneapolis,

MN for LVNV Funding and Resurgent Capital

Verdict: $1,000 for plaintiff against Hosto & Buchan;

Defense verdict for LVNV Funding and

Resurgent Capital

Federal: Tennessee Eastern - Chattanooga

Judge:  Curtis L. Collier

Date: 11-19-13

    Ralph Robinson incurred a credit card debt of $2,208

through Orchard Bank.  The debt was unpaid and the bank

sold it off.  LVNV bought the debt and worked with

Resurgent Capital to collect it.  Those entities assigned it to

a Tennessee collection law firm, Hosto & Buchan, to

further squeeze Robinson.

    A collection letter followed in January of 2011.  Robinson

was unmoved.  A lawsuit followed in March.  The lawsuit

itself claimed a debt of $3,208 – that included the initial

debt as well as interest and attorney fees.  The sworn

affidavit in support of the lawsuit was for only $2,208.
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    That discrepancy would form the basis of this Fair Debt

Collection Practices Act lawsuit.  Robinson would alleged

LVNV, Resurgent Capital and the law firm engaged in a

deceptive act regarding the lawsuit.  The defendants

denied fault and tended to minimize the significance of the

different amounts in the two documents.

    The jury’s verdict was mixed.  It exonerated all

defendants but Hosto & Buchan, finding the law firm had

violated the FDCPA.  The jury further determined that

Robinson was entitled to damages and awarded him

$1,000 which represented the statutory maximum.  Several

weeks post-trial no judgment had been entered nor had

Robinson moved for an award of attorney fees.

Apartment Negligence - The plaintiff suffered a

permanent brain injury when an outdated furnace in her

apartment building allowed carbon monoxide to seep

into her apartment

Lampe v. Sunridge Partners et al, 2:12-88

Plaintiff: G. Brian Ulmer, III and Tyson Logan, 

The Spence Law Firm, Jackson, WY

Defense: Peter S. Dusbabek and Max K. Jones,

Montgomery Kolodny Amatuzio & Dusbabek,

Denver, CO

Verdict: $28,200,000 for plaintiff

Federal: Wyoming - Cheyenne

Judge: Alan B. Johnson

Date: 12-19-13

    Amber Lampe, then age 20, was a resident on 2-1-11 at

the Sunridge Apartments in Casper, WY.  The apartment

complex was owned by Sunridge Partners – it was

managed by the Utah-based Apartment Management

Consultants.  For purposes of this report, Sunridge

Partners and Apartment Management Consultants were a

unified party – they had the same counsel.

    When Lampe awoke on this day, she was dizzy,

confused and barely able to walk.  She was suffering from

carbon monoxide poisoning.  The deadly gas, which is

odorless, tasteless and colorless, had seeped into her

apartment via an out-dated furnace.  The gas would later

be measured in her apartment at ten times a safe limit –

had Lampe stayed in the apartment much longer, she

would have passed out and died.

    Despite escaping the apartment, Lampe has still suffered

a permanent brain injury.  Having undergone a variety of

therapies, Lampe reports memory and cognition problems. 

A variety of medical providers confirmed the injury,

Lampe testifying it ended her dream of being a physical

therapist.

    In this lawsuit she blamed the apartment complex for

negligence in failing to maintain the premises.  She

focused that the furnace was outdated (it was more than 30

years old) and should have been replaced.  There was also

proof from Lampe that apartment bigwigs knew the

furnace was long past its useful life and had not been

cleaned or inspected for years.  If Lampe prevailed at trial

against Sunridge Partners and Apartment Management

Consultants, she could be awarded both compensatory and

punitive damages.  The defendants denied fault and

further contested the severity of Lampe’s claimed injury.

    This case was tried for three weeks.  While the court’s

actual verdict is a state secret, it is learned that Lampe

prevailed at trial.  She took compensatory damages of $2.7

million and $25.5 million more in punitive damages.  The

verdict totaled $28.2 million.  A consistent judgment was

entered. 

    The defendants have since moved to stay the execution

of the judgment as while it intends to challenge the verdict,

it doesn’t have enough money to pay a bond.  That is, if

there were efforts to collect the judgment, it would simply

file bankruptcy.  The insurer for the apartment complex,

Interstate Fire, has since filed its own separate declaratory

action challenging that it had no duty to pay the award of

compensatory damages.  The litigation is ongoing.

Auto Negligence - An intoxicated driver crashed into

the plaintiff at approximately 100 mph – the defendant (a

Nationwide insured) offered his $50,000 policy limits, the

plaintiff opting instead for a jury trial

Urena v. Bryant, 2:12-469

Plaintiff: Johnny F. Driggers, Goose Creek, SC

Defense: Samuel R. Clawson and Christy R. Fargnoli,

Clawson & Stauber, Charleston, SC

Verdict: $1,150,000 for plaintiff

Federal: South Carolina - Charleston

Judge: David C. Norton

Date: 12-12-13

    There was a serious car crash in Moncks Corner, SC on

1-22-12.  It occurred as an intoxicated driver, Gregory

Bryant, crashed into Emilio Urena.  Urena, then age 57, was

stopped at a red light when struck.  Bryant was traveling at

high speed, it being estimated at 100 mph.

    The collision left Urena unconscious and slumped over

the steering wheel.  He has since treated for a T-3 fracture

and a traumatic brain injury.  In this lawsuit Urena sought

both compensatory and punitive damages.

    Bryant defended the case as well as he could – a

Nationwide insured, that included offering his $50,000

policy limits.  Urena wanted his day in court and the

matter proceeded to trial.  Bryant was transported to that

trial from jail where he is serving time on charges related

to this collision.

    This case was tried in Charleston for three days.  The

jury’s verdict was for Urena and he took $1.15 million in

compensatory damages.  The jury rejected the imposition

of punitive damages.  A consistent judgment reflected the

verdict.
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Medical Negligence - The plaintiff (age 20) died of

respiratory distress after undergoing electroshock

therapy to treat mental illness – having settled with the

mental hospital, his estate criticized his psychiatrist for

performing the therapy when the plaintiff had a history

of respiratory problems and the hospital lacked

emergency facilities to deal with cardiac arrest

Keith v. Munoz, 2:121996

Plaintiff: Lee W. Loder, Loder, P.C., Birmingham, AL

Defense:  Scott M. Salter and Walter W. Baker, Starnes

Davies Florie, Birmingham, AL

Verdict:    Defense verdict on liability

Federal:    Alabama Northern - Birmingham

Judge:       Inge Prytz Johnson

Date: 12-6-13

    Corey Keith, then age 20, had a history of mental illness. 

His condition was described as a schizoaffective disorder. 

In May of 2012 Keith was a confined patient at Hillcrest

Behavioral Hospital in Birmingham after a psychiatric

episode.

    As part of Keith’s care, he was administered ECT

treatment – ECT was formerly known as electroshock

therapy.  Keith received ECT therapy on six occasions that

May – they were administered by a psychiatrist, Dr. Cesar

Munoz.  The first five treatments were uneventful.

    Following the 6th ECT treatment on 5-28-12, Keith went

into cardiac arrest.  He was promptly taken to Trinity

Medical Center and intubated.  Keith became combative

and attempted to remove the medical apparatus

surrounding him.  Suddenly Keith coded and could not be

resuscitated.  

    In this lawsuit pursued by Keith’s estate (his mother,

Lummie, proceeding as administratrix), error was alleged

on the part of Munoz in attempting the ECT therapy.  The

plaintiff’s expert, Dr. Walter Anfield, Psychiatry, Tampa,

FL, believed it was error to attempt ECT in this case in

light of Keith’s prior history of respiratory problems. 

Complicating that error, the ECT was done at a hospital

that lacked emergency facilities – thus, when Keith went

into cardiac arrest, it could not be dealt with immediately

at Hillcrest.

    The estate had also presented a claim against the

hospital, Anfield indicating that everyone involved

“missed the boat.”  The hospital settled before trial for an

unknown amount.  The case proceeded against Munoz

alone.

    Munoz defended the case and argued that the ECT was

appropriately administered to Keith.  Munoz also insisted

there was no proof that a pre-pulmonology clearance

would have resulted in a different result.  Finally, Munoz

criticized the plaintiff’s expert (Anfield) noting that

Anfield had not done ECT therapy since the 1960s.  The

record does not indicate the defense experts.

    The jury’s verdict in this case was for Munoz on liability,

and the Keith estate took nothing.  A defense judgment

was entered.

Premises Liability - The plaintiff parked his

motorcycle at a convenience store and put the kick stand

down – however because of a pothole the motorcycle was

unstable, the plaintiff being injured when it tipped over

Dimofetta v. Circle K Stores, 2:12-518

Plaintiff: Mark P. Smith, Smith P.I. Law Firm, 

Cape Coral, FL

Defense: Catherine M. Verona and Robert M. Stoler, Burr

& Forman, Tampa, FL

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: Florida Middle - Ft. Myers

Judge: Douglas N. Frazier

Date: 12-12-13

    Dominick Dimofetta visited a Circle K convenience store

in Fort Myers the day after Christmas in 2011.  He was

operating a motorcycle.  Dismounting the motorcycle, he

engaged its kick stand.  A moment later the motorcycle

began to tip over and Dimofetta attempted to keep it from

falling.  He was injured in that process.

    In this lawsuit Dimofetta blamed Circle K for failing to

maintain its premises.  He cited that there was a large

pothole in the parking lot, this pothole causing the

motorcycle to be unstable.  It was Dimofetta’s proof that

had the parking lot been properly maintained and had a

level surface, the accident would not have happened. 

Circle K denied fault and implicated the plaintiff’s own

duties.

    The jury’s verdict in Ft. Myers exonerated Circle K after

a three-day trial and Dimofetta took nothing.  A defense

judgment was entered.

Premises Liability - The plaintiff suffered a crush

injury to her hand when a stack of tiles shifted at a home

improvement store

Ortiz v. Home Depot, 0:12-61512

Plaintiff: Marc L. Brumer, Brumer & Brumer, Miami, FL

Defense: Ankur R. Sevak, Steven R. Adamsky and Elana

B. Goodman, Mitrani Pryor Adamsky & Toland,

Weston, FL

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: Florida Southern - Fort Lauderdale

Judge: Paul C. Huck

Date: 12-4-13

    Maria Ortiz visited a Home Depot retail store in

Hollywood, FL on 12-11-11.  As she shopped, she perused

and handled a stack of ceramic tiles.  Suddenly the tiles

shifted and her hand and thumb were crushed by the

shifting tiles.  In this lawsuit (which was removed to

federal court), she alleged negligence by Home Depot in its

stacking of the tiles.  Home Depot defended and denied
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fault.

    The jury’s liability instruction asked if Home Depot’s

negligence was a legal cause of injury to Ortiz.  The jury

said no and she took nothing.  A defense judgment was

entered.

Premises Liability - A school official fell on a snowy

sidewalk while supervising a fire drill – he blamed his

fall on a snow removal company that had been

contracted with to remove snowy hazard

Merges v. Aramark Corporation, 6:08-6250

Plaintiff: William P. Smith, Jr., Alexander & Catalano,

Rochester, NY

Defense: Michael A. Kaplan, Lowenstein Sandler, 

New York, NY

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: New York Western - Rochester

Judge: David G. Larimer

Date: 12-10-13

    David Merges was working on 1-9-07 as the Director of

Pupil Services for the Churchville-Chile School in Western

New York.  It had recently snowed.  Aramark Corporation

had contracted with the school district to remove snow

and ice from school premises.  Those efforts had included

applying an “ice-melt” product at the front entrance of the

school.

    As fate would have it this day, a student at the school

pulled a fire alarm in a prank.  Merges exited the building

and began to supervise students.  He heard reports that a

student had fallen in the back of the school.  Merges went

to investigate.  As he traversed a marked pathway, Merges

slipped and fell.  Merges landed hard and struck his head,

the blow knocking him unconscious.  He has since treated

for permanent injuries.

    In this lawsuit (removed from Ontario County), Merges

was critical of Aramark for failing to perform its snow and

ice removal duties.  Aramark defended that its contract

did not require it to remove snow and ice, district

employees handling this duty.  It also noted in any event

that snow was still falling and the storm was in progress.

    The jury’s verdict was for Aramark on liability and

Merges took nothing.  A defense judgment was entered.

Truck Negligence - The plaintiff was found mostly at

fault for a crash with a tractor-trailer, the comparative

fault scheme in Kansas precluding an award of damages

Figg v. Old West Livestock, 6:12-1326

Plaintiff: Bradley A. Pistotnik, Wichita, KS

Defense: Darrell L. Warta, Foulstein Siefkin, Wichita, KS

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: Kansas - Wichita

Judge: Kenneth G. Gale

Date: 12-16-13

    There was a near head-on collision on 2-12-12 on U.S. 50

in Reno County, Kansas.  The plaintiff, Fowler Figg,

alleged that a tractor-trailer driven by Old West Livestock

driver, Denny Littrell, crossed the centerline and struck his

vehicle.  It was a serious impact, Figg suffering a lower-leg

fracture.  His medical bills were $156,271.

    In this lawsuit Figg alleged negligence by Littrell in

driving the truck.  He was also critical of Old West

Livestock independently in hiring Littrell in the first place. 

The plaintiff cited Littrell’s poor driving history.  Old West

Livestock defended and blamed Figg for the crash.

    The jury’s verdict in Wichita was mixed on fault.  It was

assessed 17% to Old West Livestock and 18% more to

Littrell.  However the lion’s share of fault (65%) was

assessed to Figg.  Pursuant to the governing comparative

fault scheme in Kansas, Figg could take damages only if his

fault was less than 50%.  As he had not done so, the

deliberations concluded and he took nothing.

Truck Negligence - Two truckers met in an S-curve

on a narrow rural road – the plaintiff (in a dump truck)

saw the defendant in his lane and ran off the road to

avoid a collision – the plaintiff’s truck turned over as he

did this and the no-contact roll-over event left him with a

permanent knee injury 

French v. Clarksville Stave & Lumber, 

2:11-386   

Plaintiff: Justin L. Lawrence, Lawrence & Associates,

Florence, KY and Sharif A. Abdrabbo, 

Florence, KY

Defense: Melissa T. Richardson and Thomas E. Stevens,

Golden & Walters, Lexington, KY

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: Kentucky Eastern - Covington 

Judge: David Bunning

Date: 11-6-13

    Denny French traveled in a dump truck loaded with

gravel on Ky. 1992 on 4-9-11.  At the same time Russell

Meyer approached on Ky. 1992 from the opposite

direction.  He was driving a tractor-trailer loaded with logs

for Clarksville Stave and Lumber.  The road (located in

Gallatin County) is narrow and curvy.

    The two truckers met in an S-curve in the road.  French
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believed that the Meyer truck was in his lane.  To avoid

that collision, French ran off the road.  His dump truck

turned over in the process.  There was no contact between

the vehicles.

    French was taken from the scene and treated at a local

ER for soft-tissue symptoms.  He has continued to

complain of knee pain, the collision exacerbating pre-

existing conditions.  His medical bills were $3,054.

    French, a self-employed trucker with a fleet of two,

complained that the damaged dump truck caused him to

lose business.  That business loss was quantified by

William Baldwin, Economist, Lexington at $101,911.  The

dump truck’s property damage was $12,000.  The jury

could award French $100,000 more for his pain and

suffering.

    In this lawsuit French blamed Meyer for encroaching his

lane.  The plaintiff’s accident expert was Kenneth Agent,

Lexington.  Agent explained that because of the length of

the defendant’s truck and the narrow nature of the S-

curve, that truck necessarily encroached French’s lane. 

The plaintiff’s theory explained that Clarksville Stave and

Lumber shouldn’t have sent the truck down the road

without flaggers or another warning to oncoming

motorists.

    Clarksville Stave and Lumber defended the case and

denied fault.  It suggested that, (1) French could have

cleared the passing logging truck without running off the

road, and (2) even if he could not, French could have

simply observed the approaching truck and come to a

complete stop.  Damages were also diminished, an IME,

Dr. Steven Wunder, Orthopedics, Cincinnati, diminishing

the claimed knee injury.

    This federal jury returned a verdict for the defendant on

liability.  That ended the deliberations (which lasted 45

minutes) and French took nothing.  A defense judgment

was entered.

Products Liability - A repairman fixing a broken

cooler at a submarine sandwich shop in a mall was

burned when the compressor suddenly exploded

Grieco v. Tecumseh Products, 4:12-195

Plaintiff: John B. Manly and Walter C. Hartridge, Bouhan

Falligant, Savannah, GA

Defense: Damany F. Ransom, Atlanta, GA and J. Carter

Thompson, Jr., Jackson, MS, both of Baker

Donelson Bearman Caldwell & Berkowitz

Verdict: Defense verdict on liability

Federal: Georgia Southern - Savannah

Judge: B. Avant Edenfield

Date: 12-17-13

    John Grieco was working as a repairman on 7-22-10

when a call came from Charley’s Subs in the Savannah

Mall.  The store’s walk-in cooler was not working.  Grieco

arrived to make the repair.  He removed the compressor’s

cover and turned off the breaker. [The compressor was

manufactured by Tecumseh Products.]  Identifying a burnt

wire, Grieco installed a factory-made thermal protector.

    Grieco put the cover back on the compressor and

restored the breaker.  An instant later the compressor

exploded on him.  Grieco was left with third-degree burns

on his shoulders and arms.  They were so severe that

Grieco was airlifted to Atlanta, GA.

    In this products liability lawsuit, Grieco alleged that

Tecumseh Products had failed to provide him an adequate

warning of the explosion risk.  The company defended that

there was a proper warning of this so-called thermal

venting risk.  It noted the manuals were online and the

warning was clear that only trained professionals (Grieco

was not so trained) should undertake repairs.

    The jury’s verdict was mixed.  While the jury found that

Tecumseh Products had failed to communicate adequate

warnings to Grieco, it further found that this failure had

not proximately caused Grieco’s injuries.  That ended the

deliberations and the plaintiff took nothing.

    A defense judgment was entered by the court. 

Tecumseh Products has since moved for an award of

attorney fees.  The company cited that Grieco had rejected

a $20,000 settlement offer in November of 2013.  The

motion is pending.

Products Liability - A commercial dispute over the

installation of an intelligent highway system on I-10 to

monitor traffic was litigated

Jack Harper Contractor, Inc. v. United Fiberglass of America et

al, 2:11-20

Plaintiff: Gerald A. Melchiode, Benjamin R. Grau and

Marcelle P. Mouledoux, Galloway Johnson

Tompkins Burr & Smith, New Orleans, LA

Defense: Mark W. Frilot, Mandeville, LA and Michael D.

Kurtz, New Orleans, LA both of Baker Donelson

Bearman Caldwell & Berkowitz for United

Fiberglass

Keith W. McDaniel, Quincy T. Crochet and

Heather M. Nagel, McCranie Sistrunk Anzelmo

Hardy McDaniel & Welch, Covington, LA and

James A. Carmody, Houston, TX for Prime

Conduit

Verdict: $1,915,696 for plaintiff assessed 35% to United

Fiberglass and 12% to Prime Conduit

Federal: Louisiana Eastern - New Orleans

Judge:  Jane Triche Milazzo

Date: 7-12-12

    The Louisiana DOTD sought in 2008 to install a multi-

cell conduit system as a part of an intelligent highway

system.  It was planned to run the system on I-10 near

Kenner and LaPlace.  The purpose was to monitor traffic

flow on the elevated highway.

    Jack Harper Contractor, Inc. bid on the contract and won
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the $10.4 million dollar deal with the state.  It then turned

to Prime Conduit, the manufacturer of PVC plastic

components, to produce the so-called Multi-Gard system. 

The idea was that a fiberglass outer shell of PVC would

protect the inner fiberoptic cable for the traffic camera. 

The design was complex and technical.

    Prime Conduit turned to United Fiberglass of America

(UFA) to build and assemble the fiberglass components of

the system.  UFA did so and sold it back to Prime Conduit

which in turn supplied it to Jack Harper.

    The installation of the system began in January of 2009. 

By May of 2009 it was clear the Prime Conduit-UFA fix

was not working.  The expansion joints in the conduit

were not matching up and the cable could not be run.

    Jack Harper abandoned the Prime Conduit-UFA Multi-

Gard system and then designed and installed an entirely

new system.  While that system worked, Jack Harper

sustained significant damages including liquidated sums

for not finishing the project on time.

    In this lawsuit Jack Harper alleged that the Multi-Gard

conduit system was defective.  As the case was tried, the

plaintiff presented a total of seven separate related

theories, (1) product defect, (2) design defect, (3)

inadequate warnings, (4) express warranty breach, (5)

redhibitory defect, (6) breach of duty for particular

purpose, and (7) breach of contract.  If prevailing against

Prime Conduit and UFA, plaintiff could take damages for

delay as well as lost profits and other related losses.

    Prime Conduit defended that its system as supplied was

not defective.  It blamed the failure of the system to Jack

Harper’s own installation of the system.  UFA too

defended that its components were not defective and

pointed fingers at both the plaintiff and Prime Conduit. 

The thrust of Jack Harper’s argument in reply was that in

designing the system, it relied on the expertise of the

defendants.

    The verdict was mixed at trial.  Jack Harper prevailed on

four of the seven defect theories (warning, express

warranty, redhibitory defect, and contract), and lost on

three more.  The jury also found Jack Harper at fault.  That

fault was assessed 53% to the plaintiff, 35% to UFA and

the remaining 12% to Prime Conduit.

    Then to damages Jack Harper took a total of $1,915,696. 

That sum included $1,048,100 in delay damages.  The

court’s judgment reflected the verdict and was assessed

consistent with comparative fault.  It also included

indemnity for UFA against Prime on a cross-claim

pursuant to the redhibitory for the judgment by Jack

Harper against it.

    Initially Jack Harper appealed the judgment.  UFA and

Prime Conduit each took cross-appeals.  As the appeals

were pending, the case was fully settled in June of 2013.

A Notable State Court Verdict

Medical Negligence - A hospital nurse incorrectly

noted the amount of lithium carbonate a pneumonia

patient was taking, and the patient died after his lithium

dosage was tripled during his hospital stay

Estate of Haralson v. Meka, 09-900138

Plaintiff: Lanny S. Vines, Lanny Vines & Assocs., LLC.,

Birmingham, and Kenneth Hooks, The Hooks

Law Firm, Birmingham

Defense: Joseph L. Reese, Jr. and Randall H. Sellers,

Starnes Davis Florie LLP., Birmingham; and

Claud E. “Skip” McCoy, Jr., Johnson Caldwell &

McCoy, Lanett

Verdict:  $1,850,000 (less $1,000,000 setoff) for plaintiff

Court:    Lafayette, Alabama

Chambers Circuit Court

Judge:      Ray D. Martin

Date: 9-13-13

    On 11-13-07 62-year-old Jesse Haralson, Jr., went to the

ER of Lanier Memorial Hospital in Valley with extreme

weakness, a fever, and a dry hacking cough.  He was first

seen by Dr. Joe Lin, Emergency Medicine, and was

admitted with a diagnosis of pneumonia and possible

sepsis.  He was later diagnosed with severe neuropathy in

the lower extremities and extreme muscle weakness.

    When Haralson came to the hospital, he brought with

him a typed list of medications he was taking.  The list was

made part of his hospital record.  Among Haralson’s usual

medications was lithium carbonate.  He took 900 mg of this

daily in two doses: 300 mg in the morning and 600 mg in

the evening.

    As part of the process where Haralson was diagnosed

and admitted to the hospital, Dr. Rao Meka, Geriatrics,

ordered a lithium level test.  When the test results arrived

two days later on 11-15-07, they indicated a lithium level of

0.6.  Lithium levels between 0.6 and 1.4 are considered to

be within the normal, non-toxic range.

    When Haralson was admitted, however, Nurse Thomas

Feltman completed a form titled “Outpatient Medication

Reconciliation Form.” On it, Nurse Feltman mistakenly

wrote that Haralson was to receive three lithium tablets of

300 mg each, three times per day.  This amounted to a total

of 2700 mg of lithium, as opposed to the 900 Haralson had

been taking.  Dr. Meka reviewed the form, but she did not

catch the mistake.

    During Haralson’s 11-day stay at Lanier Memorial

Hospital, he received the 2700-mg dose of lithium daily. 

He began to show the classic signs of lithium toxicity:

diarrhea, lethargy, weakness, not eating well, nausea, and

vomiting.

    Because Haralson’s condition was deteriorating, he was

transferred to the VA Hospital in Montgomery.  A lithium

level test was performed when he arrived there.  It showed

his level at 2.71.  The VA Hospital moved to treat his
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lithium toxicity, but he continued to deteriorate and died

on 12-25-07. 

    Haralson’s estate filed suit against Dr. Lin, Dr. Meka,

Nurse Feltman, and Lanier Hospital and related entities. 

The estate criticized the defendants for the error in

recording Haralson’s lithium medication and their failure

to note the signs of his growing lithium toxicity.  

    The estate’s first identified expert was Dr. Lige Rushing,

Geriatrics, Dallas, TX.  The estate later sought to replace

Dr. Rushing with Dr. Inna Sheyner, Geriatrics, Tampa, FL.

    Defendants responded and denied having breached the

standard of care.  Nurse Feltman, Dr. Lin, and Southern

Medical were dismissed before trial.  The Lanier

defendants settled for $1,000,000.  Dr. Meka was the sole

surviving defendant.

    The case was tried in Lafayette.  The jury returned a

verdict for the estate in the amount of $1,850,000.  The

verdict form informed the jury that the Lanier defendants

had already paid $1,000,000, and so the jury performed the

appropriate arithmetic and made an award of $850,000. 

The court entered a consistent judgment, and it has since

been satisfied.
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